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1. Introduction 

The action of translating is about making a text accessible to users of a language other than 

that in which the text is originally written. Most people are probably not aware of the 

complexity of translation and the number of decisions an author is constantly required to 

make. They probably believe that translation implies a rather direct transfer of what the source 

text (ST) says into the target language (TL), i.e. a literal or so-called word-for-word 

translation. However, in most languages there are some features which are very difficult or 

perhaps impossible to transfer into certain other languages, and which might, therefore, need 

some kind of rewriting. This difficulty to render certain things in other languages can be due 

to cultural as well as linguistic differences between the two languages. 

      This essay will focus on the translation into Swedish of a specific grammatical feature of 

English which does not have an exact equivalent in Swedish, namely the progressive aspect of 

verbs, i.e. the -ing form. 

      Considering that it is almost impossible to render the -ing form faithfully in Swedish it 

could be argued that the choices the translator makes in order to render the context faithfully 

become even more important than they would be when translating into a language 

linguistically closer to the source language (SL). If both the structure and the context changes 

a great deal the effect and sense of the text will also be different. An “unfaithful” translation 

could possibly give the reader of the target text (TT) a different perception of the text than the 

perception which a reader of the ST would get. For that reason I have chosen to compare the 

TT with the ST by examining the translation of a popular contemporary novel. After all, most 

people read popular novels for recreation and it is then very common to do so in one’s own 

language because it gives easier access to the text. In doing so one could argue that the reader 

should be able to have an equivalent reading experience to a reader of the ST. The 

terminology used above is taken from Munday (2005). 
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      In the next section, the theoretical background will be provided, starting with translation 

studies. Here some strategies by some major theorists will be presented. The –ing form will 

then be presented, both from an English and a Swedish point of view. Finally, it will be 

discussed what options the translator has when translating the –ing form, considering 

translation techniques as well as grammatical rules. 

2. Background 

2.1 Translation studies 

Bassnett (2002:21) stresses the fact that translation involves more than a simple word-for-

word translation. Attention has to be paid to what Bassnett refers to as “extra-linguistic 

criteria”, such as cultural differences between the two languages, the sense and spirit of the 

work, etc. This implies that before translating a certain structure, like the –ing form, which 

may or may not have an equivalent in the TL, the translator needs to have an understanding of 

the context. 

      Translating the –ing form into Swedish would require the use of what Vinay and 

Darbelnet (1995) refer to as transposition and modulation. Transposition “involves replacing 

one word class with another without changing the meaning of the messsage1” (36) and “is 

probably the most common structural change undertaken by translators” (94). The authors 

give plenty of examples (94-99) to explain the term, all of them involving English and French. 

One will be given below2. 

1. In the early 19th century… Au début du XIXe siècle… 

This example displays a change from adjective to noun, which is an obligatory transposition. 

However, translated in the other direction the French sentence could either have been 

                                                 
1 Spelling mistake in the original. 
2 The underlinings did not appear in the original, but have been added to further facilitate the reading. 
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transposed as in the example or translated literally into “At the beginning of the 19th 

century…”, which shows that transposition can be both obligatory and optional. 

      Modulation is described by the authors as follows: 

Modulation is a variation of the form of the message, obtained by a change in the point of view. 

This change can be justified when, although a literal, or even transposed, translation results in a 

grammatically correct utterance, it is considered unsuitable, unidiomatic or awkward in the TL. 

(Vinay and Darbelnet 1995:36) 

Modulation can occur at different levels of the message. The following example shows a 

change of symbol.  

2. the white man’s burden le fardeau de la civilisation  (254) 

      Where Vinay and Darbelnet (1995) talk about their oblique, i.e. free, translation strategy, 

which includes transposition and modulation, as a means of overcoming an unacceptable 

translation, Catford (1965b/2000) talks about translation shifts. Munday (2005:60) claims that 

Catford’s shifts are in fact what Vinay and Darbelnet describe without using that particular 

term. Catford (1965b/2000:141) describes “shifts” as “departures from formal correspondence 

in the process of going from the SL (source language) to the TL (target language)”. Formal 

correspondence is defined as follows:  

A formal correspondent is ‘any TL category (unit, class, element of structure, etc.) which can be 

said to occupy, as nearly as possible, the “same” place in the “economy” of the TL as the given 

SL category occupies in the SL’. (Catford, 1965a quoted in Munday, 2005) 

In contrast to Vinay and Darbelnet, Catford (1965b/2000:141) describes two kinds of shift, 

the level shift and the category shift. The first means shifts between grammar and lexis. The 

latter type can be divided further, into four subcategories: “structure-shifts, class-shifts, unit-

shifts (rank-changes), intra-system-shifts” , where  the structure-shifts “are amongst the most 

frequent category shifts at all ranks in translation”(143). Only the structural shifts and the 

class-shifts will be explained further here, as these are the shifts which might be relevant for 

this study. A structural shift in grammar may occur due to different syntactic rules between 
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the two languages in question. Munday (2005:61) gives an example of how a structure which 

is the same in English and in French would cause a shift when translating it into Spanish and 

Italian.  

3. Comparison between the English and the Spanish sentence structures:  

English I like  jazz. 

 Subject Pronoun Verb Direct Object 
Spanish Me gusta el jazz. 
 Indirect Object Pronoun Verb Subject Noun Structure 

(Munday, 2005:61)
  

A literal translation of this Spanish sentence into English would render a sentence like: “Me 

pleases (the) jazz”, which basically means “jazz pleases me”, thus the shift in structure.  

      Catford (1965b/2000:145) says that class-shifts imply that the TL equivalent of a word in 

the SL belongs to a different word class. He gives the example of the English structure A 

medical student which in French translates as Un étudiant en médecine. The adjective medical 

corresponds in French to the preposition phrase en médecine, erroneously called an adverbial 

phrase by Catford, where the adjective has been switched for a noun.           

      Vinay and Darbelnet (1995:288, 34-35) strongly advocate the use of literal translation, 

which they have termed direct translation, whenever possible, but they say that it is most 

common in translations between languages which belong to the same family, like French, 

Italian and Spanish. The authors give five reasons as to why a translator might find a literal 

translation ‘unacceptable’. Those reasons are when the message (i) “gives another meaning, 

or (ii.) has no meaning, or (iii) is structurally impossible, or (iv) does not have a 

corresponding expression within the metalinguistic experience of the TL, or (v) has a 

corresponding expression, but not within the same register”. The translation of the –ing form 

into Swedish would fit into the third of these categories. Judging a literal translation as 

‘unacceptable’ is what gives way for the oblique, i.e. free, translation methods. When using 
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any of the oblique methods, such as the ones mentioned above, preserving the meaning has to 

be the translator’s main task.  

      Newmark (1981, quoted in Munday, 2005:44) is of a fairly similar opinion as Vinay 

and Darbelnet when it comes to using literal or free translation. He says:  

In communicative as in semantic translation, provided that equivalent effect is secured, the 

literal word-for-word translation is not only the best, it is the only valid method of translation.                            

In other words, these theorists believe that the original words of the author should always be 

preserved if it does not mean a loss of effect or context in the TT. 

      Nida (1964/2000:129) states that although there are no exact equivalents “one must in 

translating seek to find the closest possible equivalent”. He distiguishes two types of 

equivalence, the formal and the dynamic. Formal equivalence is about making the text very 

much like the ST, in form and content. There should be very few changes to the ST structure, 

hence such a translation is often found in texts for students followed by explanatory footnotes. 

Dynamic equivalence, on the other hand, “is based upon ‘the principle of equivalent effect’” 

(1964/2000:129). Here the most important issue is not to maintain the ST message but to 

maintain the effect that the ST had on its reader and create an equivalent effect for the readers 

of the TT. In order to do so, language is adapted to fit into the TL structure because the aim is 

“a complete naturalness of expression” (1964/2000:129). Cultural peculiarities of the SL are 

also adapted to fit into the TL culture so that the reader can understand the message without 

being aware of the SL culture. 

      Nida’s two types of equivalence have great similarities to Newmark’s (1981, quoted in 

Munday, 2005:44) approach which divides translation into two strategies, the semantic 

translation and the communicative translation, where the first one is similar to formal 

equivalence and the second one to dynamic equivalence.  

      Munday (2005:42) points out that the adaptation a text would have to go through, not least 

concerning the cultural aspects, following Nida’s principle for dynamic equivalence would 
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today “be criticized by culturally oriented translation theorists”. Due to the similarity with 

Nida, it is likely that Newmark would also be criticized for his communicative approach. 

      One of these culturally oriented theorists is Venuti (1995) who talks about domestication 

and foreignization (quoted in Munday, 2005). Venuti claims that domestication is “an 

ethnocentric reduction of the foreign text to […] target-language cultural values” (146). This 

approach to translation, which Venuti is critical of, seems, in many ways, to resemble 

Newmark’s Communicative approach, as well as Nida’s dynamic equivalence. For instance, 

the language in a domesticated text follows the rules of the TL and the cultural differences are 

minimized by using cultural referents of the target culture. 

      Venuti advocates the use of the foreignization approach, where the foreignness of the ST 

is rather highlighted than concealed. In such a text the language follows the SL norms rather 

than the TL norms. Venuti (1995) says that this will force the TL “to register the linguistic 

and cultural  difference of the foreign text, sending the reader abroad” (quoted in Munday, 

2005:147). According to Munday (2005:149), Venuti might have been influenced by the 

French theorist Berman (1985/2000:285-286) who claimed that “the properly ethical aim of 

the translating act” would be “receiving the Foreign as Foreign”. Berman claims (1985/2000) 

that in all translations there is “textual deformation” (286) and he names twelve different 

“deforming tendencies” (288). They may not be possible to avoid completely, but a translator 

should bear them in mind and try to “[limit] the deformation” (286). These tendencies 

include, for example, rationalization (changing the punctuation and sentence order), 

clarification (explanations of items from the ST), ennoblement (“improvement” of the ST by 

using words of a higher register) and quantitative impoverishment (lexical loss due to a lower 

frequency of synonyms in the TL).       
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2.2 The -ing form 

Before going on to examine the translation of the -ing form into Swedish in the novel it is 

important to know what purpose the use of the -ing form has in English, whether there is any 

equivalent for the –ing form in Swedish, how the progressive aspect is expressed in Swedish 

and what options there are for a translator. This is what this, as well as the following 

subsection will deal with. 

      The –ing form in English is a present participle and a non-finite verb form which is 

formed by adding the suffix –ing to the stem of the verb (Svartvik and Sager, 2000:17). The 

English verb system, unlike the Swedish one, makes it possible to express aspect, which 

means the way in which the action of the verb is considered (Svartvik and Sager, 2000: 85). 

The aspect can be simple or progressive. The progressive (on-going) aspect consists in a form 

of the verb be and the present participle (the –ing form) of the following verb (Ljung and 

Ohlander, 2002:85). Ljung and Ohlander (2002:86) give the following chart as an example of 

the different combinations between tense and aspect: 

4.  Enkel form Pågående form 
 Presens Steve talks. Steve is talking. 
 Imperfekt Steve talked. Steve was talking. 
 Perfekt Steve has talked. Steve has been talking. 
 Pluskvamp. Steve had talked. Steve had been talking. 
 Futurum Steve will talk. Steve will be talking. 
 Kond I Steve would talk. Steve would be talking. 
 Kond II Steve would have talked. Steve would have been talking. 
 

Svartvik and Sager (2000:85) give nearly the same example, though adding the passive forms 

which rarely occur in other tenses than the present and the imperfect: 

5. presens: Their new house is being built now. 
 imperfekt: Their new house was being built when I last saw them.
 

Svartvik and Sager (2000:86) state that “the original meaning of the progressive form is to 

show a continuous action or course of events”, but that there are also some secondary 
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meanings. They identify seven groups of such secondary meanings: limited duration, 

continuous change, action going on before and after a specified point of time, uncompleted 

action, movement towards a transition, personal attitude, and verbs expressing physical 

feeling (2000:86-88).      

      So far, it has only been shown how the non-finite –ing form of a verb can form finite 

clauses in co-operation with the verb be. The –ing form can, however, work on its own as 

well, in non-finite clauses such as the following (Svartvik and Sager, 2000:17): 

6. Cheating people is wrong.  

Ljung and Ohlander (2002:302) point out that the –ing suffix is the only one which is 

productive and that forms ending in –ing have the ability to function both as verbs and as 

nouns. Functioning as a verb it can take an object, they say. This is shown in the previous 

example as well as in the next one, which Ljung and Ohlander give. 

7. Writing books is hard work. Att skriva böcker (Bokskrivande) är ett hårt arbete. 

Ljung and Ohlander say that when the –ing form functions as a noun, it can be preceded by 

the definite article and followed by an of-determiner, as in: 

8. The writing of the book took two 
years. 

 Att skriva boken (Skrivandet av boken) tog två 
år. 

       

      Sometimes a finite clause can be turned into a noun clause. In this process of 

nominalization a simple verb form might be exchanged for an –ing form. Svartvik and Sager 

(2000:121) give the following example: 

9. Ann refused the offer, which was surprising. 

The following noun phrases can be derived from the above main clause. 

9’ Ann’s refusal of the offer was surprising. 

9’’ Ann’s refusing of the offer was surprising.

9’’’ Ann’s refusing the offer was surprising. 
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9’’’’ Ann refusing the offer was surprising. 

Svartvik and Sager claim that the fact that the –ing form in sentence 9’’ is followed by an of-

determiner and that it could take an adjective (Ann’s polite refusing…) shows that is to be 

regarded as a verbal noun. Sentences 9’’’ and 9’’’’ are followed by the object, just like the 

transitive verb in the original main clause above. Along with the fact that refusing in these 

two sentences could be determined by an adverb (her politely refusing…) and not an 

adjective, this shows that these –ing forms have a verbal character. The –ing forms in 9’’’ and 

9’’’’ are normally referred to as the gerund and they are different from the purely verbal 

participle construction found, for example, in: 

10. Refusing the offer, Ann had to find another job. 

      Longman (2001) defines the gerund as follows: “a noun in the form of a PRESENT 

PARTICIPLE, that describes an action or experience, such as ‘shopping’, in the sentence ‘I like 

shopping’; VERBAL NOUN” (590). The definition of verbal noun is:  

a noun that describes an action or experience and has the form of a PRESENT PARTICIPLE. For 

example ‘building’ is a verbal noun in ‘The building of the bridge was slow work’, but simply a 

noun in ‘The bank was a tall building’;… (Longman, 2001:1590) 

      Svartvik and Sager (2000:124) state that the –ing form, as well as the other two non-finite 

verb phrases (the perfect participle and the to-infinitive), can also “appear as a post modifier3, 

usually instead of a relative clause”. They give the following example. 

11. The problems facing the developing countries are well known. 

The –ing form in this sentence could be replaced by several different finite verb phrases in a 

complete relative clause, such as: 

face 
are facing The problems which 
have been facing

the developing countries…

 

                                                 
3 Sw: efterbestämning 
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      It has now been shown how the –ing form is used to create the progressive, how it can 

stand alone in non-finite clauses, how it can be used as a verbal noun or a gerund and how it 

can work as a post determiner replacing a relative clause. What has not yet been mentioned is 

the fact that the –ing form can also perform the role as an adjective. Longman (2001:1112) 

gives this definition of the present participle:  

technical a PARTICIPLE that is formed in English by adding ‘ing’ to the verb, as in ‘sleeping’. It 

can be used in COMPOUND1 (4) forms of the verb to show PROGRESSIVE tenses, as in ‘she’s 

sleeping’ or as an adjective, as in ‘the sleeping child’ 

A noun which is in the form of a present participle and which has kept some of its verbal 

qualities is defined as a ‘verbal noun’. It could therefore be argued that an adjective in the 

form of a present participle should be termed a verbal adjective as it does also keep some of 

its verbal qualities. Comparing ‘sleeping’, as in the example above, to ‘cute’ for instance, it 

could be argued that ‘sleeping’ at the same time as it describes the child it describes the action 

of the child, whereas ‘cute’ only gives a description of the child.  

2.3 Translating the English –ing form into Swedish 

It has been pointed out that there is no equivalent of the –ing form in Swedish. However, 

Swedish does have, just like English, a present participle which has either the suffix –ande or 

–ende (Svenska Akademien 1999a:212). According to Holmes and Hinchliffe (1997:92), the 

present participle in Swedish normally performs the role as:  

• An adjective en heltäckande matta, en genomgripande förändring 

• A noun  ett erbjudande, ett påstående, en ordförande, en studerande 

• An adverb Han var påfallande lat. Vädret var övervägande mulet. 

• A preposition Angående det här fallet… 

      Holmes and Hinchliffe also claim that “[present] participles are only rarely used in 

Swedish like the English ‘-ing’ forms, notably after the verbs komma, gå, bli and verbs of 

motion” and they give the following examples: 
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12. De kom springande.  They came running. 

13. Han blev sittande/liggande.  He remained sitting/lying. 

14. Sjungande Internationalen marscherade 

studenterna genom gatorna. 

 Singing the Internationale the students 

marched through the streets. 

Svenska Akademien (1999b:618) also mention examples like the ones above, where the 

Swedish participle can be compared to the English construction, however not mentioning the 

verb gå. They state that ”[when] a present participle with verbal meaning performs the role as 

a bound predicative to komma or bli, these superordinate verbs have nearly the status of 

auxiliary verbs”4. 

      Svenska Akademien (1999c:618) also discuss the participle phrase, claiming that its 

structure resembles that of the verb phrase and the adjective phrase.  

As determiners of the participle, the participle phrases can contain different kinds of adverbials 

and objects and predicatives. Object and predicative are found especially when the main word 

has a verbal meaning.5  

Svenska Akademien (1999c:620) present a number of examples containing a present 

participle followed by an object. A few of these are given below, along with a translation into 

English of them: 

15. Han satt alltid bakom fönstret och rökte, 
iakttagande oss när vi gick förbi hem från 
skolan om eftermiddagarna. 
 

 He always used to sit behind the window 
smoking, watching us when we walked 
by home from school in the afternoons. 

16. Där sitter han nu arbetande om sin 
avhandling för fjärde gången. 
 

 There he is (sitting) now(,) reworking 
his dissertation for the fourth time. 

17. Han satt högt uppe på stegen målande 
taket mörkgrönt. 

 He was sitting high up on the ladder 
painting the roof/ceiling darkgreen. 

       

                                                 
4 Free translation. Original: När ett presensparticip med verbal betydelse står som bundet predikativ till komma 
eller bli, har dessa överordnade verb närmast status av hjälpverb: … 
5 Free translation. Original: Som bestämningar till participet kan participfraser innehålla olika slags adverbial 
samt objekt och predikativ. Objekt och predikativ förekommer företrädesvis när huvudordet har verbal betydelse. 
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      Having seen all of the examples above, where the Swedish present participle is used in 

much the same manner as the English –ing form, it would seem fair to claim that the –ing 

form does in fact have a Swedish equivalent. This could be a somewhat hasty conclusion, 

though. Ruin (2000) criticises Svenska Akademiens Grammatik (SAG) for not fullfilling its 

aim to be a descriptive grammar of modern Swedish. Her criticism is based on SAG’s 

treatment of the present participle phrase, which she calls a “marginal construction” (237). 

Ruin has done a study on the use of the Swedish present participle “in a contrastive 

perspective”, researching to what extent the use of the Swedish present participle equals the 

use of the very frequent –ing form. Her study was based on the hypothesis that the –ing form 

was usually not rendered in Swedish by the use of a present participle. 

      Ruin made use of the English Swedish Parallell Corpus in her study. This corpus is a 

compilation of extracts from modern original texts, both in non-literary prose and in 

imaginative literature, in English and Swedish along with their translations. In Ruin’s limited 

search, an original English text containing 323 –ing clauses had a Swedish translation with 

only 10 cases of the present participle. In reverse, a Swedish original text containing 25 

present participles had an English translation with 301 –ing clauses (240).  

      Ruin discusses some of the examples she has found in her study and below are some of 

the conclusions she has drawn. Firstly, the present participle followed by an object which 

seems rather common when consulting SAG is in fact very rare in Swedish texts. She has only 

found one instance where this rather common construction in English has been translated into 

the corresponding construction in Swedish. Secondly, the type of phrase that made up nearly 

half of the present participle examples in the translations of her study were adverbial 

preposition phrases like “med bysten guppande” (“bosom bouncing”), but this phrase type is 

not mentioned at all in SAG, which gives us reason to suspect that there might be other 

“idiomatic phrase expressions” which are not taken up (238, 241). Thirdly, she is of the 
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opinion that most of the examples of present participle followed by object which are 

presented in SAG are uncommon and that they would give an archaic impression to the 

average speaker, whereas they would be easily found in older Swedish literature (241). 

      So far, the use of the Swedish present participle has been discussed. When it comes to 

expressing the progressive aspect in Swedish, which in English is done by using the –ing 

form, the present participle is not used, however. Instead the progressive is expressed in a 

number of ways; 1. with simple present tense (or simple past tense, for that matter); 2. by 

using the link och (and) between two verbs, “typically a verb of location and a verb of action, 

the sense of location in the first verb having become weakened”; 3. by using the expression 

hålla på att + an infinitive (Holmes and Hinchliffe 2000:276). The following sentences are 

examples of all three options. 

18. Vart går du? Where are you going? 

19. Han sitter och läser. He is (sitting) reading. 

20. Han håller på att skriva brev. He is (busy) writing letters.  

      It could, thus, be concluded that although there is in many cases a possible equivalent for 

the English –ing form it is only used rarely or in older texts. Ruin (2000:238) points out that 

all participles have adjectival characteristics but that some keep some of their verbal qualities 

as well. Therefore it is likely that many of the –ing forms which are translated into present 

participles are those that have adjectival qualities in English as well. As for the progressive 

aspect in sentences like “she is singing”, Swedish has other ways of expressing it than by the 

present participle. 

      Before translating a text, the translator has to take a number of factors into account. 

Firstly, he or she has to determine what purpose the ST author had with the text and the 

purpose for translating it. Secondly, the translator needs to decide on a strategy for translating 

the text and stick to that strategy, whether it be domestication, foreignization or any other 
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strategy. When translating the –ing forms, grammatical rules have to be considered, but also 

the context. Sometimes it might be possible to maintain the feeling of progression by using 

the context although this might involve a deviation from the grammatical rules. Regard the 

following example: 

21. He was looking out the window, phoning his wife. 

Following the rule of linking two verbs with och, this sentence could be translated into the 

grammatically accurate: 

21’ Han tittade ut genom fönstret och ringde sin fru. 

However, by using the conjunction medan, the progressive aspect of the sentence would be 

kept. Therefore the translator would have to determine how important the time aspect is in the 

text and then decide whether to translate the sentence following the grammatical rules or 

attempt a somewhat more free translation as in the following. 

21’’ Han tittade ut genom fönstret medan han ringde sin fru. 

From a grammatical point of view, the translator has three options when translating the 

progressive into Swedish, notably using the simple present (or past) tense, using the link och 

or using the expression hålla på att + infinitive. In sentences where either the the –ing form 

or the infinitive could be used in English, the Swedish infinitive is used (Holmes and 

Hinchliffe (1997:98, 2000: 272)).  

22. He began to write/writing Han började att skriva.  

(Holmes and Hinchliffe, 1997:98) 

Finally, in sentences where the English gerund is used, Swedish has a full clause: 

23. He admits having stolen the money. Han medger att han har stulit pengarna. 

(Holmes and Hinchliffe, 1997:98) 

      A number of translation theories have been mentioned and, as indicated earlier, the 

translator needs to decide which of the strategies presented by these is the most appropriate. If 
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the translator decides to go with Nida’s and Newmark’s theories, for instance, he or she would 

have to determine whether the text was for example scholarly or a novel. In the first case, a 

very literal translation would be the accurate choice and notes could be used. In the second 

case, the language, and even the message, of the ST would not be as important. Instead the 

target would be to give an equivalent reading experience. This would be done by translating 

the text freely and changing cultural differences, perhaps even the setting. However, as 

mentioned earlier, Newmark (1981) regards a literal translation the best approach as long as it 

manages to render the equivalent effect (quoted in Munday, 2005:44). 

      As mentioned earlier, the “equivalent effect” approach has been the target for heavy 

criticism from Venuti, among others. Venuti claims that domestication is a very common 

translation technique, but he advocates foreignization. If the translator were to follow 

Venuti’s recipe for a good translation, he or she would try to keep the cultural differences to 

make the reader get a sense of going abroad. This would also be reflected in the language 

which would, as much as possible, follow the SL structure. 

      However, in order to achieve a readable TT, the translator would have to make use of 

Vinay and Darbelnet’s transposition and modulation and Catford’s translation shifts when 

dealing with structures such as the –ing form. 

      In the next, very brief section the aim of this essay will be presented along with the 

hypothesis that is the basis for the study. This will be followed by a section describing the 

method which has been used, before going on to the main section of this essay where the 

results will be presented and discussed. 

3. Aim and hypothesis 

The aim of this study is to find out how the translator has chosen to deal with the English –ing 

form when translating the text into Swedish and also to find out whether there are any 
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instances where the context has been altered in the TT compared to the ST due to the manner 

in which the translation has been carried out. 

      The research is based on the following hypothesis: due to the fact that Swedish does not, 

in most cases, have an equivalent for the –ing form the context will be altered in the TT, as 

the progressive aspect will be lost. 

4. Method 

The object which has been chosen for this study is the novel The Da Vinci Code by Dan 

Brown. The study has been limited, however, to the Prologue and the first three chapters of 

the book. Firstly, the research has consisted in identifying the instances where an –ing form 

appears in the section in question, except –ing forms which would be listed as word classes 

other than a verb in a dictionary, and clearly lack the verbal quality of the verb from which 

they are derived. Secondly, the translations of all of these instances have been traced in the 

TT. Further, the results have been put together in tables, one for each chapter (see appendix).  

      The chosen section of the book contains a very high number of –ing forms of different 

types – 116 have been identified – hence all of them cannot be commented upon. Therefore, a 

certain number (39) of –ing forms of different types have been selected, some of which could 

possibly have been treated differently. 

      The translations of the selected -ing forms have been analysed both from a grammatical 

perspective and from their context in order to determine the accuracy with which they have 

been done, and whether the context gets changed in some way. The translations will be 

commented on in the next section, where other possible options on how they could have been 

carried out will be given. In order to facilitate the reading, the examples which are commented 

on will appear in the same order as they did in the text and consequently also in the appendix. 
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5. Results and Discussion 

In this section the results will be presented and discussed. The accuracy of the translations 

will be commented on and other possible solutions will be given, sometimes as entire 

sentences and sometimes as parts of the sentence. In some of the cases where a possible 

option is presented as a complete sentence there migth be alternative solutions for certain 

words or structures. In such cases the alternatives are underlined and divided by a /. It will 

then be discussed  whether the choices made by the translator have been the best and most 

reasonable ones or if there are instances where other possible translations would have created 

a better TT.        

5.1 Prologue 

The Prologue contains 24 –ing forms of different types of which half (12) will be discussed 

and analysed.  

      The first example includes two –ing forms. The first one (thundering) could be classified 

as an adjectival one whereas the second one (barricading) is purely verbal. 

As he had anticipated, a THUNDERING iron 
gate fell nearby, BARRICADING the entrance to 
the suite. 

Precis som han hade väntat sig for en 
järngrind ner MED EN SKRÄLL alldeles nära 
honom och SPÄRRADE AV ingången till 
rummet. 

 

The translation of the first –ing form above is an example of what would be termed as 

modulation by Vinay and Darbelnet (1995) or class-shift by Catford (1965a+b). It has been 

made using a preposition phrase where the verb thundering has been subsituted for a noun 

(skräll). As mentioned earlier, the present participle often performs the role of adjective in 

Swedish. Consequently, the word thundering which is adjectival could have been translated as 

an adjective, thus skrällande. However, a translation as “en skrällande järngrind” could 

actually give the impression that the iron gate was making that noice voluntarily. Therefore, 

the preposition phrase which has been used seems like a better and more logical solution, 
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which also manages to convey as close an equivalent effect as possible. The translation of the 

second –ing form seems logical here and also follows the rule stating that the progressive 

could be translated using the conjunction och (and). 

      The next example also includes two –ing forms, both verbal. The first one is part of the 

expression ‘gasp for breath’ and the second one is part of the expression ‘take stock’. 

The curator lay a moment, GASPING for 
breath, TAKING stock. 

Intendenten låg stilla ett ögonblick, HÄMTADE 
andan OCH FÖRSÖKTE FÅ en överblick över 
situationen. 

 

According to Nordstedts (2000:507) ‘gasp for breath’ means ‘kippa efter andan (luft)’. The 

translator has used ‘hämtade andan’ which cannot be considered wrong, but which does not 

give quite the same effect as ‘kippa’. ‘Hämta’ does not evoke the same image of someone 

who has trouble catching his breath. ‘Take stock’ means, according to Nordstedts 

(2000:1268), ‘granska läget’. Adding the preposition of to the expression, it can also mean 

‘skaffa sig (få) en uppfattning om’ or ‘överblicka’. What the translator has done here would 

qualify as a clarification, to use Berman’s (1985/2000) term. He has explicitly written what is 

implicitly said in the ST, namely that the curator is taking stock of the situation. However, the 

translator has also expanded the text by saying that the curator tried to take stock. Although 

the TT in this example is correct Swedish, it does not give the same impression as the ST. In 

the ST the sense of progression is much stronger. This alternative solution gives a stronger 

sense of progression, using both the conjuntion och and the time adverbial medan, is: 

• Intendenten låg stilla ett ögonblick och KIPPADE efter andan medan han ÖVERBLICKADE 

situationen. 

       

      The next example is a rather short sentence, containing only one –ing form.  

On his hands and knees, the curator, froze, 
TURNING his head slowly. 

Intendenten stelnade till, stående på alla fyra. 
Långsamt VRED han på huvudet. 
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This is a sentence which the translator has decided to divide into two. In doing so, the 

progressive aspect of the ST sentence is naturally lost. By using a full stop after the first part 

of the sentence, the actions of ‘freezing’ and ‘turning the head’ automatically become 

sequencial instead of simultaneous. The reader gets the perception that the actions happen one 

after the other, when in fact they seem to be happening at the same time in the ST. The reader 

of the TT will consider ‘vred’ as a completed action rather than an action which is on-going. 

The translation in itself is consequently not the problem here, but the rationalization (Berman, 

1985/2000) is. Had the translator chosen to use the option of linking the verbs with och (and) 

instead, the progressive aspect would have been better maintained (…stående på alla fyra, och 

vred långsamt…). 

      The next example contains one –ing form which is adjectival. Having in mind that it still 

has verbal quality, though, showing a progression, it could be referred to as a “verbal 

adjective”. 

… with ghost-pale skin and THINNING white 
hair. 

… och hade spöklikt blek hy och TUNT, vitt 
hår. 

 

This is the description, as it turns out later, of an albino with hair which is growing thin, i.e he 

does not yet have so little hair that he would be described as having thin hair, which he is in 

the Swedish version. Whether this is a slip, or simply a sort of rationalization on behalf of the 

translator is impossible to say, but it is definitely a mis-translation. Although this is only a 

minor detail, it does change the description of the man. Due to the sentence structure, 

containing a number of adjectives, this word is not entirely easy to render in Swedish, but the 

present participle ‘glesnande’ could perhaps have been used, or the translator could have used 

a sub-clause (…och vitt hår, som började bli tunt). It is possible, though, that the translator 

discarded these options in favour of a smoother sentence structure, deciding that this detail 

was to insignificant to upset the rhythm. 
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      The next example is only part of a sentence, containing one –ing form. 

… the curator stammered, KNEELING 
defenseless on the floor of the gallery. 

… stammade intendenten, STÅENDE 
försvarslös PÅ KNÄ på golvet. 

 

Here, the –ing form kneeling has been translated into the expression ‘stå på knä’ using the 

Swedish present participle stående. It was mentioned earlier that the present participle was not 

used very much as a translation to the –ing form, as it often created an archaic impression. 

However, when it is used it is often used in combination with another verb, normally komma 

or bli, where these verbs function as auxiliaries. It seems though that in this case the verb 

‘stammered’ is performing the role of an auxiliary. Although this construction was not 

mentioned earlier it also seems as if the present participle in Swedish is often used to indicate 

some sort of position (compare to “stående på alla fyra” in a previous example). Since the 

sentence follows the ST structure, the progressive aspect is kept. 

      The following example contains another example of a “verbal adjective”, an adjective in 

the shape of a present participle which has kept the quality of progression of the verb. 

… the curator felt a SEARING heat as the bullet 
lodged in his stomach. 

… intendenten kände en BRÄNNANDE hetta då 
kulan trängde in i magen. 

 

It was pointed out in an earlier example that the Swedish present participle is often used as an 

adjective and in this sentence the translator has used this option, thus created a TT which 

follows the structure of the ST and thereby managed to maintain the sense of progression. 
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      The next example shows how one –ing form has been translated into two verbs. 

… but then seemed to reconsider, SMIRKING 
calmly at Saunière’s gut. 

… men sedan var det som om han tänkte om. 
Han SÅG MOT Saunières buk OCH LOG 
HÅNFULLT 

 

‘Smirk’ means ‘[hån]flina’, according to Nordstedts (2000:1214). Longman (2001:1358) 

defines it as follows: “to smile in an unpleasant way that shows that you are pleased by 

someone else’s bad luck”. In this example, the translator has chosen to divide the sentence 

into two and add the verb ‘se mot’ (look at). As with the earlier example which had been 

divided into two sentences, the progression of this sentence has come to a halt. The English 

sentence gives the impression that the man is reconsidering while he is smirking, whereas the 

Swedish one gives the impression that the man first reconsiders and then turns to look at the 

other one, smirking. If the translator wanted to use two verbs to convey ‘smirk’ he could have 

used the construction of two verbs linked by och where one is a verb of location, suggested as 

a means of rendering the progressive in Swedish, as in the following:  

• …men sedan var det som om han tänkte om, där han STOD OCH HÅNFLINADE/LOG 

HÅNFULLT åt… 

However, the sentence could also have been translated without an additional verb, using the 

word ‘när’ (when): 

• … men sedan var det som om han tänkte om, när han LOG HÅNFULLT/HÅNFLINADE åt… 

      Next there are three examples, which have certain similarities to each other, one of them 

being that all three contain the Swedish present participle. 

STAGGERING to his feet, he pictured his three 
murdered brethren. 

Han RESTE SIG VACKLANDE och tänkte på sina 
tre mördade bröder. 

SHIVERING, he pulled himself to his feet. SKÄLVANDE kom han upp på fötter. 
WINCING in pain, he summoned all of his 
faculties and strength. 

GRIMASERANDE av smärta uppbjöd han sina 
sista krafter och all sin intelligens. 
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The verb ’stagger’ has the meanings “vackla, ragla, stappla, vingla” in Swedish, and ‘stagger 

to one’s feet’ means “resa sig på vacklande ben”, according to Nordstedts (2000:1251). This 

shows that, although ‘stagger’ can be rendered as a verb in Swedish, a person cannot ‘*vackla 

upp på fötter’. Instead there is a class-shift, in Catford’s (1965a; 1965b/2000) terms, from 

verb to adverb. 

      The second sentence is similar in Swedish as there is once again a present participle which 

performs the role of an adverb. In English, however, ‘shivering’ could be said to occupy both 

the place as an adjective or an adverb, depending on whether it describes the man or the 

action of the man, and a verb as the –ing form indicates a continuity. 

      In the third example, ‘wincing’ has been translated into ‘grimaserande’ which could be 

said to function both as a verb and an adverb as it describes how he was when summoning all 

of his faculties and strength.  

      All three translations are possible Swedish sentences, but as Ruin (2000) pointed out, the 

Swedish present participle is not very frequently used in the same way as the English one as it 

tends to sound somewhat old-fashioned. This is, of course, a matter of (subjective) opinion, 

but it could be argued that the third sentence sounds a bit more old-fashioned than the others. 

A possible option would have been: 

• Han GRIMASERADE av smärta när han uppbjöd… 

      The three examples which have just been analysed were the last ones selected from the  

Prologue, which displayed various different –ing forms, both verbal and adjectival, some of 

which were translated into the Swedish present participle. Next comes the analysis of the 

examples selected from the first chapter. 
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5.2 Chapter 1 

In this chapter, 28 –ing forms have been identified. 10 have been selected for analysis. 

      The first example has one –ing form which functions as a post modifier, a reduced relative 

clause (compare to example 26). 

The jaquard bathrobe HANGING on his bedpost 
bore the monogram: HOTEL RITZ PARIS. 

På morgonrocken, som var i jacquardtyg och 
HÄNGDE på ena sängstolpen, fanns ett 
monogram: HOTEL RITZ PARIS. 

 

In this sentence, the translator has chosen to insert a relative clause. However, he has not done 

so with the –ing form that is a reduction of such a clause, but with the attribute ‘jaquard’. In 

doing so he puts more focus on this detail, and deforms the text by expanding it, in Berman’s 

(1985/2000) terms. Turning the –ing form into a relative clause would have rendered the TT 

closer to the ST. It could also be argued that this would create a smoother sentence: 

• Morgonrocken av jaquardtyg som HÄNGDE på (ena) sängstolpen bar/hade ett monogram… 

      In the next example there is one –ing form, which is purely verbal. 

Since then, the stream of self-important 
historians and art buffs ARRIVING at his door 
had seemed never-ending. 

Sedan dess, tycktes strömmen av 
självtillräckliga historiker och 
konstentusiaster som DÖK UPP utanför hans 
dörr aldrig sina. 

 

Here the relative pronoun som (who) has been used to maintain a sense of the progressive 

aspect in arriving. By using som in combination with the simple past, the reader gets a sense 

of continuity. This is also along the lines of the original as it could be argued that this is 

another example of a post modifier used in order to make a shorter more fluent text than “art 

buffs who were arriving”. This TT has also been the subject of a change in structure where the 

predicate has been moved to the beginning of the sentence to follow Swedish syntactic rules. 
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      In the following example there are two –ing forms. 

The hostess began READING choice excerpts 
from the inane article, and Langdon felt 
himself SINKING lower and lower in his chair. 

Kvinnan började LÄSA noga valda utdrag ur 
den idiotiska artikeln, och Langdon kände hur 
han SJÖNK ihop alltmer på stolen. 

 

The first of these two –ing forms does not express the progressive aspect and the infinitive 

could have been used with the same meaning (began to read). In cases like that, the infinitive 

is used in Swedish, according to Holmes and Hinchliffe (1997:98 and 2000:272). The 

translator has, thus, made a correct translation. 

      The second form does, however, express a continuity. The mere translation of sinking into 

sjönk does not express this continuity, but the fact that the translator has used the adverb hur 

(how) in combination with the fact that the word ‘alltmer’ is used as a translation of ‘lower 

and lower’ renders clear the continuity.  

      Next is another example with two verbal –ing forms. 

…Langdon said, STANDING prematurely and 
EDGING her away from the podium. 

… sa Langdon och RESTE SIG och började 
MAKA bort henne från podiet. 

 

The first one has been translated into the simple past form of the reflexive verb ‘resa sig’ 

which can only be regarded as an accurate translation. The second one, however, has been 

translated into the infinitive, preceded by the verb ‘börja’ (begin) which does not appear in the 

original. This changes the sense of progression in edging. If the translator had omitted the och 

(and) before the first –ing form and used it solely between the two –ing forms he would have 

kept the progression in a better way. A suggestion for an alternative solution, using ‘samtidigt 

som’ where the translator had used ‘och’ for the first time, is: 

• … sa Langdon samtidigt som han RESTE SIG för tidigt/i förtid (prematurely; omitted in the 

official translation) och MAKADE bort henne från podiet. 
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      The next sentence shows a clear example of what Vinay and Darbelnet (1995) call 

modulation, changing the point of view of the sentence without changing the meaning. 

LEAVING the security chain in place, Langdon 
opened the door a few inches. 

UTAN ATT TA BORT säkerhetskedjan öppnade 
Langdon dörren några centimeter. 

 

Leaving has here been translated into “utan att ta bort” (without removing), which is a valid 

translation following Vinay and Darbelnet’s theory that literalness can be sacrificed in favour 

of a strategy like this if the result of a literal translation would have been ungrammatical or 

awkward (1995:36). The sentence could have been translated using the verb ‘leave’, though: 

• Langdon LÄMNADE säkerhetskedjan på när han öppnade/och öppnade… 

The modulated structure results in a much more fluent Swedish and a better sentence, though. 

      Next is another –ing form functioning as a post modifier, a reduced relative clause. 

The face STARING back at him was… Ansiktet som STIRRADE på honom var… 
 

This example, unlike the first one commented on in this chapter (The jaquard bathrobe 

HANGING on…), has been translated with the relative pronoun som (which), thus following 

the structure of the sentence which this example could be said to be derived from (the face 

which was staring back). This works well in Swedish and creates a smooth sentence which 

gives the same impression as the original. 

      In the next sentence, the translator has once again used the strategy of modulation, 

changing the point of view from the image to the man. 

The image was gruesome and profoundly 
strange, BRINGING with it an UNSETTLING 
sense of déjà vu. 

Bilden var både ohygglig och mycket märklig 
och HAN ERFOR en OBEHAGLIG déjà vu-känsla.

 

The translation of bringing as han erfor has to be regarded as a correct use of the modulation 

technique. Although it is not stated in the original that it is the man who has the unsettling 

sense of déjà vu from looking at the image, it is implicitly shown by the use of “bringing with 
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it”. The image brings this sense to him. The translator has chosen to say this in a more explicit 

way. Therefore, the meaning of the message does not change. However, the modulation was 

not compulsory in this case. It would have been possible to translate the sentence without 

changing the point of view, using the verb ‘frambringa’ as a translation of ‘bring’ (och 

frambringade). This word is also a much stronger word than ‘erfara’ and would have given a 

stronger sense of how gruesome the picture was.  

      As for unsettling, it is difficult to render in a good way. It could be translated as ‘oroande’, 

but this would be a much less powerful word than unsettling. The sense that is conveyed by 

unsettling is that of a feeling which does not “want” to go away. Obehaglig is a strong word 

which seems fitting, although it does not convey this verbal aspect of something which is on-

going and does not go away. Adding a relative clause at the end could have been a means of 

rendering this effect also, but with the risk of destroying the rhytm of the text (en obehaglig 

känsla som inte ville släppa). 

      The examples taken up from this chapter did not display the same variation as the ones 

from the Prologue did. There were, for instance, no adjectival –ing forms in this chapter. Yet 

there were various structures, including a post modifier translated with a relative clause and 

an –ing form which has been subject to an obvious case of modulation. Below follows the 

analysis for Chapter 2. 

5.3 Chapter 2 

This chapter has the lowest frequency of –ing forms, only 17. Two of these will be analysed 

and they are both verbal. 

“Teacher, I have returned.” 
“Speak,” the voice commanded, SOUNDING 
pleased to hear from him. 

“Lärare jag är tillbaka nu.” 
”Nå?” befallde rösten. Läraren LÄT belåten 
över att höra av honom. 

 

In this example, the translator has once again rationalized (Berman, 1985/2000) the sentence 

by dividing it into two and he has also clarified it by repeating “the Teacher”. The actual 
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translation of the –ing form into the simple past form lät is grammatically accurate. However, 

the translator manages to change the context somewhat by shifting the focus from the voice to 

the teacher. Although it could be argued that it is obvious that it is the teacher who is pleased 

to hear from “him”, that is not what the ST says. It says that the voice sounded pleased, which 

is not actually the same as the teacher being pleased. The man talking to him might only have 

got that impression. The simplest way to translate this sentence would have been to use the 

relative pronoun som (which), “… befallde rösten, som lät…”. 

      The next sentence is grammatically correct, using the strategy of linking to verbs by och 

(and) and translating the –ing form into the past form upprepade. However, using the adverb 

‘medan’ instead would have strengthened the sense of continuity in the sentence (“medan han 

upprepade”). 

… Silas whispered, REPEATING the sacred 
mantra of… 

… viskade Silas och UPPREPADE det mantra 
som skapats av… 

 

      As this chapter did not contain a very high number of –ing forms only two were analysed. 

In chapter 3, on the other hand, the –ing form had been used more frequently and below 

follows the analysis of the examples chosen from that chapter. 

5.4 Chapter 3 

This chapter has by far the largest number (47) of –ing forms of the chapters examined in this 

essay. Of these –ing forms 15 have been selected for analysis. 

His quick shower and shave had left him 
LOOKING reasonably presentable… 

Han hade tagit en snabb dusch och rakat sig 
och SÅG någorlunda respektabel UT. 

 

This first example shows a correct English sentence as well as a correct Swedish sentence. 

However, they do not correspond on a few levels. The translator has modulated the sentence 

and changed the point of view completely. In the original, the shower and the shave perform 

the role of subject, performing the action of the sentence, whereas in the Swedish sentence the 
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man is the subject. Therefore the translation of looking as såg ut is correct in this sentence, yet 

it would have corresponded better with the original if that had been “he was looking 

reasonably…”. This sentence could have been translated into Swedish without this big 

change, looking as the following suggestion: 

• Hans snabba dusch och rakning/Den snabba duschen och rakningen hade fått honom att SE 

någorlunda respektabel UT. 

The question then is whether this would have been a more accurate way of translating than 

how he chose to do it. There is no easy answer to this question. It depends completely on what 

strategy the translator has adopted. Both of these Swedish sentences are accurate, but 

depending on how strictly or not the translator follows the words of the author of the ST one 

might be better than the other. These choices and the translator’s strategy will be discussed 

further in the next section. 

      The next sentence is an interesting one as it contains no less than four –ing forms. 

Outside, the city was just now WINDING down 
– street vendors WHEELING carts of candied 
amandes, waiters CARRYING bags of garbage 
to the curb, a pair of late night lovers 
CUDDLING to stay warm in a breeze scented 
with jasmine blossom.  

Utanför HÖLL staden just PÅ ATT VARVA ner – 
gatuförsäljare som KÖRDE vagnar med 
kanderade amandes, servitörer som BAR ut 
sopsäckar till trottoarkanten, ett kärlekspar 
som HÖLL OM VARANDRA i den kyliga, 
jasmindoftande natten. 

 

The first of these –ing form has been translated using ‘hålla på att + infinitive’ which 

immediately shows the reader that there is a progression in this sentence. This progressive 

aspect is kept all the way through, both thanks to this beginning and to the fact that the 

remaining –ing forms are all translated into the past and are all preceded by the relative 

pronoun som (who), From a grammatical point of view they are consequently all accurately 

translated. The first three also have accurate translations when it comes to the word which has 

been used.  
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      The fourth, and last one, can be discussed, though. According to Nordstedts (2000:272) 

‘cuddle’ means “omfamna, krama, kela med”. ‘Omfamna’ is not quite a verb which works 

very well together with a progressive aspect. It is more of a verb denoting a single, completed 

action. Although ‘hålla om’, which the translator has used, seems to fit well with the fact that 

they were trying to stay warm, it does not evoke quite the same image as ‘kela med’. Having 

used that, in addition to not having removed “to stay warm” would have created a more 

similar image to the ST. With his translation, the translator has managed to create a 

grammatically accurate sentence but he has failed to render the sense at the end of the 

sentence. 

… the agent said, SPEAKING for the first time 
since they’d left the hotel. 

… sa kommisarien. Det var det första han 
SAGT sedan de åkt från hotellet. 

 

This sentence shows yet another example of rationalization (Berman 1985/2000) as it has 

been divided into two. It is likely that the translator has made this choice in order to avoid a 

clumsy Swedish construction and in this construction the translation of the –ing form is 

grammatically correct. Yet, it would have been possible to achieve an acceptable sentence 

without this change, using the adverb ‘när’ and the more appropriate translation ‘tala’: 

• … sa kommisarien när han TALADE för första gången sedan de lämnat hotellet. 

      Next we have another example of modulation, as the point of view has shifted from 

Langdon to the other people. 

”I assume,” Langdon said, ”that the American 
University of Paris told you where I was 
STAYING?” 

“Det måste ha varit det amerikanska 
universitetet i Paris som talade om för er var 
ni KUNDE HITTA mig”, sa Langdon. 

 

This modulation can be regarded as optional since it would have been possible to render this 

sentence by translating the last part as “talade om för er var jag bodde”. However, it must be 

acknowledged that the structure used by the translator does sound better and not as forced as 

the other option. 
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      Next is an example where the –ing form has been omitted in the translation. 

As the Citroën accelerated southward across 
the city, the illuminated profile of the Eiffel 
Tower appeared, SHOOTING skyward in the 
distance to the right. 

Citroënen ökade farten genom staden. Till 
höger avtecknade sig det strålkastarbelysta 
Eiffeltornet mot himlen. 

 

Omitting an –ing form might be justified when that particular verb does not add anything 

important, for instance. Here, the –ing form is not part of the “action” of the story. It is simply 

used in order to create an effect and evoke an image in the reader. This effect could have been 

rendered in Swedish although this particular verb had not been used. However, in this 

sentence the translator has chosen to eliminate a great deal of the “effect-words”, creating a 

sentence which is correct Swedish, but which does not transfer any of the sense from the ST, 

indeed a rather flat sentence. This might have been part of a chosen technique though, to 

focus on the story and not so much on the effect that the additional descriptions give. What is 

more, the sentence(s) seems to be rather static as the progressive aspect of the ST is not 

rendered in any way. This is a rather difficult sentence to translate, though, and there are 

probably several possibilities. Below is one suggestion as to how it could have been handled. 

• Medan Citroënen ökade farten söderut genom staden kom Eiffeltornets strålkastarbelysta 

profil in i synfältet där det avtecknade sig mot himlen i fjärran på höger sida. 

      In the following sentence there are two –ing forms, both verbal. 

SEEING it, Langdon thought of Vittoria, 
RECALLING their playful promise a year ago…

ANBLICKEN fick Langdon att tänka på 
Vittoria, och han MINDES deras lekfulla löfte 
för ett år sedan… 

 

The translator has decided to transpose (Vinay and Darbelnet, 1995) the first of these two 

verbal –ing form into a noun, though. This is probably due to the translator’s interpretation of 

the text as “when he saw it, it made him think of …”. Therefore the translation is a reasonable 

one. The second –ing form, however, although grammatically correct in its translation, would 
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have been better translated as “och att minnas”, following the structure chosen for the verb 

‘think of’.  

      Another option is to translate the first one as “när han såg”, followed by the structure of 

linking two verbs in the simple past by och (and) – “tänkte han på V och mindes…”. In other 

words, it seems as if the translator has mixed these two strategies into one, which makes a 

sentence that is not incorrect but perhaps not the most appropriate either. 

      The next sentence could be accused of what Berman (1985/2000) would call ennoblement, 

turning the text into a more elegant text in the TL. 

GLANCING left, he could make out… NÄR HAN RIKTADE BLICKEN åt vänster, såg 
han… 

 

It is impossible to render this sentence without adding a subject before the first verb as the 

translator has done. What could be questioned, though, is why he has chosen to use riktade 

blicken instead of simply sneglade, which is an appropriate translation. 

      The next example contains two –ing forms which are both working as non-finite verbs. 

They could be compared to the verb in example 22, which was translated into an infinitive. 

ADMITTING you liked the pyramid made you a 
tasteless American, and EXPRESSING dislike 
was an insult to the French. 

TILLSTOD man att man tyckte om pyramiden 
bevisade man att man var en amerikan som 
saknade smak, men ATT UTTRYCKA 
missaktning vore att förolämpa Frankrike. 

 

The translator has not used the infinitive, however, at least not in both cases. Instead, he has 

translated the first one with the simple past tense, giving a sense of the conditional, implicitly 

saying “om man tillstod” (if you admitted), which is basically what the English sentence does 

as well by using the –ing form. So, this translation, although it might not be the obvious first 

choice from a grammatical point of view, works well when it comes to rendering the effect of 

the ST. This effect of the conditional is reinforced by the use of men (but) before the second –

ing form which has been translated with an infinitive. A different possible solution is: 
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• Att tillstå att man gillade pyramiden gjorde en till/fick en att framstå som en amerikan 

som saknade smak och att uttrycka ogillande var en förolämpning mot fransmännen/det 

franska. 

This option has other solutions for some of the other aspects of the sentence as well, “the 

French” for instance, and could be regarded as a somewhat more literal translation. 

      In the following example the translator has chosen to emphasize the progressive aspect of 

the –ing form by using medan (while/as). 

… the driver said, APPROACHING the 
pyramid’s main entrance. 

… svarade kommisarien MEDAN DE NÄRMADE 
SIG den pyramidformade entrén. 

 

In doing so he has been forced to add a subject, which is not required in the English 

construction, and he has used de (they) as he is including both the driver and the other person 

in the action. This is of course correct, as the previous context shows that they are 

approaching in a car. It would have been possible though to use the subject han (he) if the 

translator had made a more free translation, such as “medan han körde mot” (as he was 

driving towards). This is of course not exactly what the text says, but what the context 

implies. Depending on how strictly a translator follows the ST structure, this option could 

have been a good solution. 

      The last sentence contains one –ing form which is part of a finite clause, expressing the 

progressive (“he was crossing”). 

As he moved toward the mist of the fountains, 
Langdon had the uneasy sense he was 
CROSSING an imaginary threshold into another 
world. 

När Langdon närmade sig fontänerna med det 
osynligt plaskande vattnet hade han en olustig 
känsla av ATT KLIVA ÖVER en osynlig tröskel 
in i en annan värld. 

 

According to Holmes and Hinchliffe (1997:99) this kind of construction can be rendered in 

Swedish in three ways, either by using the simple present (or past, as in this case), by using 

two verbs linked by och (and) or by using the expression ‘hålla på att + infinitive’. The 
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translator has used neither, though. Instead he has treated this expression as if it had been a 

non-finite clause with no subject, and translated it with an infinitive. However, his way of 

dealing with this construction has rendered a grammatically accurate Swedish sentence which 

does not in any major way deviate from the original in the ST. The progressive aspect of the 

sentence is there implicitly anyway, due to the beginning of the sentence “när” (when). 

Instead there are other sentence elements which have been either mistranslated or just poorly 

translated, which manage to change the sense and the context. One such element is “the mist 

of the fountains”, which has been translated into “fontänerna med det osynligt plaskande 

vattnet” (the fountains with the invisibly splashing water), a translation that evokes a very 

different image than the original. 

      Below follows the last section of this essay which gives a summary of what has been said, 

and which presents the conclusions that have been drawn from this study. 

6. Summary and Conclusions 

It seems as if the translator of this novel has chosen to use a strategy in between foreignization 

and domestication, where cultural peculiarities are kept, expressions in French for instance, 

while the novel is linguistically domesticated. However, the translator is somewhat 

inconsistent. Thoughts are often expressed in italics in the ST and so are the expressions and 

exclamations in French which appear from time to time. This is mostly kept in the TT. Yet, at 

one occasion, in the middle of the third chapter, one of the French expressions is suddenly 

translated and the use of italics has been omitted which might appear strange, considering the 

fact that the very same French expression has been foreignized at an earlier stage, at the end 

of the first chapter. Below is the domesticated example, which has not been analysed further 

as it does not contain an –ing form. 

“You will meet the capitaine at the main 
entrance.” 

“Polischefen möter er vid huvudentrén.” 
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The next example is one which is included in the appendix, as it has an –ing form. This 

constitutes an example of foreignizing. 

”My capitaine is WAITING, sir.” “Min capitaine väntar.” 
 

The same inconsistency can be seen where structure is concerned. When using the technique 

of domestication on the language, the translator can take rather large liberties with the 

sentence structure. What is interesting with this translation, though, is that the translator often 

choses to shorten the long ST sentences, but decides to expand the text when the ST contains 

short sentences. The following two extracts are examples of both. In the first example, all of 

the underlinings in the ST show elements omitted in the TT. No such underlinings have been 

made in the TT part of the second example as this example has mainly been made longer due 

to a change in the sentence structure. 

As the Citroën accelerated southward across 
the city, the illuminated profile of the Eiffel 
Tower appeared, SHOOTING skyward in the 
distance to the right. 

Citroënen ökade farten genom staden. Till 
höger avtecknade sig det strålkastarbelysta 
Eiffeltornet mot himlen. 

Langdon hesitated, FEELING uncertain as the 
stranger’s sallow eyes studied him. 

Langdon tvekade. Främlingen såg på honom 
med vattniga ögon. Blicken GJORDE Langdon 
osäker. 

 

What is more, a great deal of the instances when the translator has taken liberties with the 

text, he could have rendered a readable and sometimes even better TT by sticking to the ST 

structure. 

      As far as the –ing forms are concerned, most of the translations are grammatically 

accurate and the rule of linking verbs using the conjuntion och (and) is used a great deal. 

Another very common way of translating the independent, non-finite  –ing forms is to use the 

relative pronoun som (which/who/that). An example is the following extract from chapter 1: 

… historians and art buffs ARRIVING at his 
door… 

… historiker och konstentusiaster som DÖK 
UPP utanför hans dörr… 
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This is a rather easy way to maintain the sense of progression although the –ing form cannot 

be rendered exactly as in English. 

      Looking back at the aim and hypothesis of this essay, the aim was to find out how the –ing 

form had been translated and how this had affected the context. It was hypothesised that, due 

to the lack of an equivalent for the –ing form in Swedish, the translations of the –ing forms 

would render alterations to the context. Having analysed a number of the translations 

containing –ing forms it can be concluded that there are many instances where the context has 

been altered. The –ing form has been translated accurately in most cases, however, thus most 

of the alterations of the context are a result of the translation strategy in general. Therefore the 

hypothesis can only be partially corroborated. It is corroborated in so far as there having been 

alterations to the context, but refuted regarding the cause of the alterations being the 

translations of the –ing forms. 

      Concerning the alterations in the context, depending on the translator’s strategy, changes 

might be accepted. However, this translator seems to have an uncertain strategy, sometimes 

deviating from the ST a great deal while sometimes translating very literally although this 

might actually create a TT which sounds somewhat strange or old-fashioned, as was the case 

with the very last example commented on in the Prologue section.  

      In the background section one of the theorists mentioned was Nida (1964/2000), who  

argued that a translator should always “seek to find the closest possible equivalent” (129). He 

talked about formal and dynamic equivalence, the latter one “based upon ‘the principle of 

equivalent effect’” (129) and suitable for novels. According to Nida, the equivalent effect 

would be gained if the reader of the TT could read the text without “getting stuck” on cultural 

peculiarities and a difficult language. Therefore language and cultural referents should be 
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adapted to suit the TL. This meant that in attempting to maintain the effect, the message might 

have to be changed as well.  

      In the introduction to this essay it was argued that when there are linguistical elements 

which cannot be transferred, the choices a translator makes in order to convey the context 

faithfully might become more important than they would be when translating into a language 

linguistically closer to the ST. It was also argued that a reader of the TT should be able to 

have an equivalent reading experience to a reader of the ST. Following Nida’s principle this 

would be done by changing a great deal in a novel like this which contains many cultural 

referents. 

      The translator of the novel examined in this essay has not gone so far as to follow Nida’s 

approach. As mentioned at the beginning of this section it seems as though he has attempted 

to combine the two approaches that Venuti (1995) speaks about, foreignization and 

domestication, not being entirely consistent, however. He has for the most part maintained 

cultural peculiarities, while linguistically he seems to have aimed for what Nida 

(1964/2000:129) calls “a complete naturalness of expression”. His main aim has most likely 

been to convey the message (the story) as accurately as possible. However, at some points this 

has been at the expense of the sense and effect that is found in the ST. 

      The translation of this novel is not entirely bad. It is mostly grammatically accurate, it has 

some nice constructions and the story is conveyed, but it does certainly leave something to 

wish for. Due to the changes in context and, thus, the loss of effect it does not provide an 

equivalent reading experience. Therefore Nida’s dynamic approach to translating can be 

criticized. 
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8. Appendix 
 
8.1 Tables with all of the collected data 
The tables below show excerpts of or entire sentences where an -ing form has been found in 
the ST. All of the -ing forms from the ST have been capitalized (e.g. RUNNING). In the TT-
section the corresponding excerpt is shown. Because the word order has been changed in 
some cases, and because some sentences include several –ing forms, there might be some 
excerpts of the text which are rather long, containing one or more -ing forms. In some cases 
the translator has chosen to translate an -ing form by using another word than the exact 
translation or by using a phrase of some kind. Therefore there might be several words which 
are capitalized in the TT-section. There might even be cases where the -ing form has been 
omitted in the translation, in which case no word is capitalized in the TT-section. 
 
8.1.1 Table on the Prologue 

Source Text (Original) Target Text (Translation) 
Page Line(s) Text Page Line(s) Text 

3-4 
GRABBING the gilded frame, the 
seventy-six-year-old man… 3-4 

Den sjuttiosexårige mannen 
TOG TAG I den förgyllda ramen 
och…  

7-8 

As he had anticipated, a 
THUNDERING iron gate fell 
nearby, BARRICADING the 
entrance to the suite. 

7-8 

Precis som han hade väntat sig 
for en järngrind ner MED EN 
SKRÄLL alldeles nära honom 
och SPÄRRADE AV ingången till 
rummet. 

10-11 

The curator lay a moment, 
GASPING for breath, TAKING 
stock. 10-11

Intendenten låg stilla ett 
ögonblick, HÄMTADE andan 
OCH FÖRSÖKTE FÅ en överblick 
över situationen. 

14-15 
On his hands and knees, the 
curator, froze, TURNING his head 
slowly. 

15-16
Intendenten stelnade till, 
stående på alla fyra. Långsamt 
VRED han på huvudet. 

3 

18-19 … with ghost-pale skin and 
THINNING white hair. 19-20 … och hade spöklikt blek hy 

och TUNT, vitt hår. 

3-4 23-1 
… the curator stammered, 
KNEELING defenseless on the 
floor of the gallery. 

25-26
… stammade intendenten, 
STÅENDE försvarslös PÅ KNÄ på 
golvet. 

1-2 I have no idea what you are 
TALKING about! 26 Jag vet inte vad du TALAR om! 

3 You are LYING. 

11 

27 Du LJUGER. 

12-13 
The man tilted his head, 
PEERING down the barrel of his 
gun. 

9 
Mannen lade huvudet på sned 
och KISADE längs pipan. 

17-18 … each time PRAYING he would 
never have to use it. 13-14 … varje gång I HOPP OM att 

aldrig behöva använda den. 

4 

19 When the curator had finished 
SPEAKING,… 

12 

15 När intendenten hade TALAT 
till punkt,… 
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27-29 

… his sénéchaux, FOLLOWING 
strict procedure, had told the 
same lie before their own 
deaths. 

22-23

… hans sénéchaux HADE FÖLJT 
föreskrifterna och dukat upp 
samma historia som han innan 
de dött. 

35-36 
… the curator felt a SEARING 
heat as the bullet lodged in his 
stomach. 

30-31
… intendenten kände en 
BRÄNNANDE hetta då kulan 
trängde in i magen. 

36-37 He fell forward … STRUGGLING 
against the pain. 31-32 Han föll framåt … och 

KÄMPADE mot smärtan. 

1 The man was now TAKING dead 
aim at Saunière’s head. 34 Angriparen SIKTADE nu på hans 

huvud. 

2-3 
Saunière closed his eyes, his 
thoughts a SWIRLING tempest of 
fear and regret. 

34-35
Saunière blundade och 
tankarna FOR OMKRING i ett 
virrvarr av skräck och sorg. 

7-8 
The man glanced down at his 
weapon, LOOKING almost 
amused. 

1 
Mannen blickade ner på vapnet 
och SÅG närmast road UT. 

8-9 

… but then seemed to 
reconsider, SMIRKING calmly at 
Saunière’s gut. 2-3 

… men sedan var det som om 
han tänkte om. Han SÅG MOT 
Saunières buk OCH LOG 
HÅNFULLT 

17-18 
… as his stomach acids seeped 
into his chest cavity, slowly 
POISONING him from within. 

10-11
… medan magsyran trängde ut 
i brösthålan och långsamt 
FÖRGIFTADE honom inifrån. 

27 
STAGGERING to his feet, he 
pictured his three murdered 
brethren. 

20 
Han RESTE SIG VACKLANDE och 
tänkte på sina tre mördade 
bröder. 

5 

36 SHIVERING, he pulled himself to 
his feet. 28 SKÄLVANDE kom han upp på 

fötter. 
6 5 WINCING in pain, he summoned 

all of his faculties and strength. 

13 

34 GRIMASERANDE av smärta 
uppbjöd han sina sista krafter 
och all sin intelligens. 

Total number of -ing forms in the Prologue 24 
 
8.1.2 Table on Chapter 1 

Source Text (Original) Target Text (Translation) 
Page Line(s) Text Page Line(s) Text 

2 A telephone was RINGING in the 
darkness… 2 En telefon RINGDE i 

mörkret… 

4-5 
SQUINTING at his surroundings 
he saw a plush Renaissance 
bedroom… 

4-5 
KISANDE såg han sig omkring 
i det flotta 
renässansrummet… 7 

8-9 

The jaquard bathrobe HANGING 
on his bedpost bore the 
monogram: HOTEL RITZ PARIS. 

15 

8-9 

På morgonrocken, som var i 
jacquardtyg och HÄNGDE på 
ena sängstolpen, fanns ett 
monogram: HOTEL RITZ 
PARIS. 
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5-6 
…the concierge pressed, 
LOWERING his voice to an 
urgent whisper. 

5-6 
… insisterade portiern och 
SÄNKTE rösten till en 
angelägen viskning. 

12-14 

Since then, the stream of self-
important historians and art 
buffs ARRIVING at his door had 
seemed never-ending. 

12-14

Sedan dess, tycktes strömmen 
av självtillräckliga historiker 
och konstentusiaster som 
DÖK UPP utanför hans dörr 
aldrig sina. 

15-16 
… Langdon said, DOING his 
best to remain polite,… 15-16

… sa Langdon och GJORDE 
sitt bästa för att inte låta 
otrevlig,… 

20 SITTING up now, Langdon 
frowned… 20 Langdon SATT nu upp och 

blängde… 

24 The man STARING back at him 
was a stranger… 24 Mannen som STIRRADE 

tillbaka var en främling… 

27-28 … but he didn’t appreciate 
SEEING proof in the mirror. 27-28 … men han tyckte inte om 

ATT SE bevisen i spegeln. 

29-30 A dark stubble was SHROUDING 
his strong jaw… 29-30 Mörk skäggstubb BREDDE UT 

SIG över den kraftiga käken…

8 

30-32 

Around his temples, the gray 
highlights were ADVANCING, 
MAKING their way deeper into 
his thicket of coarse black hair. 

16 

31-32

Vid tinningarna var de grå 
stråna PÅ FRAMMARSCH och 
TRÄNGDE allt längre in i 
tovan av grovt, svart hår. 

13-14 

”I had planned to introduce him 
tonight by SHARING his 
impressive curriculum vitae. 
…” 

13-14

“Jag hade tänkt presentera 
honom i kväll genom ATT 
REDOGÖRA FÖR hans 
imponerande meritlista. …” 

20-22 

The hostess began READING 
choice excerpts from the inane 
article, and Langdon felt 
himself SINKING lower and 
lower in his chair. 

19-20

Kvinnan började LÄSA noga 
valda utdrag ur den idiotiska 
artikeln, och Langdon kände 
hur han SJÖNK ihop alltmer 
på stolen. 

9 

22-23 

Thirty seconds later, the crowd 
was GRINNING, and the woman 
showed no sign of LETTING up. 

17 

20-22

En halvminut senare LOG 
hela publiken och kvinnan 
visade ännu inga tecken på 
ATT SLUTA. 

5-6 
…Langdon said, STANDING 
prematurely and EDGING her 
away from the podium. 

4-5 
… sa Langdon och RESTE SIG 
och började MAKA bort henne 
från podiet. 

15 GROANING in disbelief, he 
picked up. 14 Han STÖNADE misstroget och 

lyfte på luren. 

17 I am CALLING to inform you 
that your guest… 16 … jag RINGER för att tala om 

att ert besök… 

10 

27-28 
Uncertain, Langdon slid off the 
bed, FEELING his toes sink deep 
into the savonnerie carpet. 

24-25
Langdon reste sig undrande 
och KÄNDE hur tårna sjönk 
ner i savonneriemattan. 

10-11 36-1 

LEAVING the security chain in 
place, Langdon opened the door 
a few inches. 

18 

32-33

UTAN ATT TA BORT 
säkerhetskedjan öppnade 
Langdon dörren några 
centimeter. 
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1 The face STARING back at him 
was… 33 Ansiktet som STIRRADE på 

honom var… 

5-6 

Langdon hesitated, FEELING 
uncertain as the stranger’s 
sallow eyes studied him. 18-19 36-1 

Langdon tvekade. 
Främlingen såg på honom 
med vattniga ögon. Blicken 
GJORDE Langdon osäker. 

30-31 

The image was gruesome and 
profoundly strange, BRINGING 
with it an UNSETTLING sense of 
déjà vu. 

22-24

Bilden var både ohygglig och 
mycket märklig och HAN 
ERFOR en OBEHAGLIG déjà 
vu-känsla. 

11 

37-38 ”My capitaine is WAITING, sir.” 29 “Min capitaine väntar.” 

12 5 Langdon nodded, FEELING a 
chill as he looked up. 

19 

33 Langdon nickade och RÖS 
TILL och tittade upp. 

Total number of -ing forms in Chapter 1 28 
 
8.1.3 Table on Chapter 2 

Source Text (Original) Target Text (Translation) 
Page Line(s) Text Page Line(s) Text 

17-18 
He climbed the stairs quietly, 
not WANTING to awaken any of 
his fellow numeraries. 

7-8 
Han smög uppför trappan för att 
inte väcka någon av de andra 
numerarierna. 

19-20 He entered, CLOSING the door 
behind him. 9-10 Han gick in och STÄNGDE 

dörren bakom sig. 
12 

27 HURRYING to the dresser, he 
found the cell phone… 17 Han SKYNDADE till byrån och 

letade fram mobiltelefonen… 

2-4 

“Teacher, I have returned.” 
“Speak,” the voice commanded, 
SOUNDING pleased to hear from 
him. 

20 

20-21

“Lärare jag är tillbaka nu.” 
”Nå?” befallde rösten. Läraren 
LÄT belåten över att höra av 
honom. 13 

35 
… tried to buy back their 
godless lives by TELLING their 
secret. 

19-20
… försökt köpa tillbaka sina 
gudlösa liv genom ATT AVSLÖJA 
hemligheten. 

4-5 
The Teacher fell silent, as if 
LETTING the triumph of this 
moment settle over him. 

25-26
Läraren tystnade, som för ATT 
LÅTA triumfen i detta ögonblick 
tränga in. 

9-10 
… what the Teacher was now 
COMMANDING seemed 
impossible. 

21 

29-30
… det som Läraren BEGÄRDE nu 
föreföll ändå omöjligt. 

16-18 

… grateful that the Teacher had 
given him time to carry out the 
necessary penance before 
ENTERING a house of God. 

21-22 36-2 

…tacksam över att Läraren hade 
gett honom tid för den 
nödvändiga botgöringen innan 
han STEG IN I ett Herrens hus. 

23 
PULLING his shades, he stripped 
naked and knelt… 7 

Han DROG FÖR gardinerna, 
klädde av sig naken och föll på 
knä… 

14 

24-25 
LOOKING down, he examined 
the spiked cilice belt… 

22 

8-9 
Han TITTADE ner och 
kontrollerade det nitförsedda 
cilice-bandet… 
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32-33 

GRASPING the buckle, he 
cinched it one notch tighter, 
WINCING as the barbs dug 
deeper into his flesh. 

15-17

Han FATTADE spännet och drog 
åt bandet ett snäpp hårdare och 
DARRADE TILL då piggarna 
trängde sig djupare in i hullet. 

33-34 
EXHALING slowly, he savored 
the cleansing ritual of his pain. 17-18

Långsamt ANDADES han UT och 
avnjöt den rening som smärtan 
gav. 

35-36 … Silas whispered, REPEATING 
the sacred mantra of… 19-20 … viskade Silas och UPPREPADE 

det mantra som skapats av… 

8-11 

Then, GRIPPING one end of the 
rope, he closed his eyes and 
swung it hard over his shoulder, 
FEELING the knots slap against 
his back. 

27-29

Sedan TOG han repet i ena 
änden, blundade och slungade 
det kraftfullt över axeln och 
KÄNDE knutarna slå mot ryggen.15 

11-12 He whipped it over his shoulder 
again, SLASHING at his flesh. 29-30 Han kastade det över axeln igen 

och PISKADE köttet. 
Total number of –ing forms in Chapter 2 17 
 
8.1.4 Table on Chapter 3 

Source Text (Original) Target Text (Translation) 
Page Line(s) Text Page Line(s) Text 

15 19-20 
His quick shower and shave 
had left him LOOKING 
reasonably presentable… 

5-6 
Han hade tagit en snabb dusch 
och rakat sig och SÅG 
någorlunda respektabel UT. 

1-3 

Tonight’s meeting had been 
one Langdon was very much 
LOOKING forward to, and he 
was disappointed when the 
curator had not shown. 

14-16

Langdon hade verkligen SETT 
fram emot att få träffa honom i 
kväll och han hade blivit 
besviken när intendenten inte 
hade kommit. 

5-6 

Langdon turned and looked 
out the window, FORCING the 
picture from his mind. 18-19

Langdon vred på huvudet och 
såg ut genom fönstret och 
TVINGADE bort bilden ur 
medvetandet. 

7-10 

Outside, the city was just now 
WINDING down – street 
vendors WHEELING carts of 
candied amandes, waiters 
CARRYING bags of garbage to 
the curb, a pair of late night 
lovers CUDDLING to stay 
warm in a breeze scented with 
jasmine blossom.  

20-23

Utanför HÖLL staden just PÅ 
ATT VARVA ner – gatuförsäljare 
som KÖRDE vagnar med 
kanderade amandes, servitörer 
som BAR ut sopsäckar till 
trottoarkanten, ett kärlekspar 
som HÖLL OM VARANDRA i den 
kyliga, jasmindoftande natten. 

16 

11-12 

The Citroën navigated the 
chaos with authority, its 
dissonant two-tone siren 
PARTING the traffic like a 
knife. 

23 

23-24

Citroënen for fram genom 
kaoset; den skärande, tvåtoniga 
sirenen DELADE trafiken som 
en kniv. 
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14-15 
… the agent said, SPEAKING 
for the first time since they’d 
left the hotel. 

25-26
… sa kommisarien. Det var det 
första han SAGT sedan de åkt 
från hotellet. 

16 Langdon was FEELING 
anything but fortunate,… 1 Langdon KÄNDE SIG allt annat 

än lycklig… 

17-18 
As someone who had spent 
his life EXPLORING the 
hidden… 

2-3 
Han hade ägnat sitt liv åt ATT 
UTFORSKA de dolda… 

24-25 

”I assume,” Langdon said, 
”that the American University 
of Paris told you where I was 
STAYING?” 

8-9 

“Det måste ha varit det 
amerikanska universitetet i 
Paris som talade om för er var 
ni KUNDE HITTA mig”, sa 
Langdon. 

30-32 

On any given night, all across 
Europe, Interpol officials 
could pinpoint exactly who 
was SLEEPING where. 

13-15

Vilken natt som helst kunde 
Interpol peka ut precis vem 
som BODDE på vilket hotell i 
hela Europa. 

32 FINDING Langdon at the 
Ritz… 15 ATT HITTA Langdon på Ritz… 

34-36 

As the Citroën accelerated 
southward across the city, the 
illuminated profile of the 
Eiffel Tower appeared, 
SHOOTING skyward in the 
distance to the right. 

17-18

Citroënen ökade farten genom 
staden. Till höger avtecknade 
sig det strålkastarbelysta 
Eiffeltornet mot himlen. 

36-37 

SEEING it, Langdon thought 
of Vittoria, RECALLING their 
playful promise a year ago… 18-20

ANBLICKEN fick Langdon att 
tänka på Vittoria, och han 
MINDES deras lekfulla löfte för 
ett år sedan… 

4 
”Did you mount her?” the 
agent asked, LOOKING over. 

24 

24-25
“Har ni bestigit henne?” 
frågade kommissarien och 
SNEGLADE på honom. 

30-31 

As they entered the deserted 
park, the agent reached under 
the dash and turned off the 
BLARING siren. 

10-12

När de kommit in i den 
folktomma parken sträckte 
kommissarien in handen under 
instrumentbrädan och stängde 
av den TJUTANDE sirenen. 

17 

31-32 Langdon exhaled, SAVORING 
the sudden quiet. 12 Langdon andades ut och NJÖT 

AV den plötsliga tystnaden. 

3-4 
The Citroën swerved left 
now, ANGLING west down the 
park’s central boulevard. 

19-20
Citroënen girade åt vänster och 
KÖRDE västerut genom allén 
som löpte genom parken. 

4-5 CURLING around a circular 
pond, the driver cut across… 20-21 Kommissarien SVÄNGDE runt 

en damm och korsade… 

17 GLANCING left, he could 
make out… 30-31 NÄR HAN RIKTADE BLICKEN åt 

vänster, såg han… 

18 

20-21 
… rose above the trees, 
MARKING the Musée du Jeu 
de Paume. 

25 

33-34
… höjde sig över trädtopparna 
och MARKERADE platsen för 
Musée du Jeu de Paume. 
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31-33 

… was the longest building in 
Europe, STRETCHING farther 
than three Eiffel Towers laid 
end to end. 

6-7 

… var den längsta byggnaden i 
Europa, längre än tre Eiffeltorn 
lagda på rad. 

11 
An indecipherable 
confirmation came 
CRACKLING back. 

20 
En otydbar bekräftelse 
KNASTRADE till svar. 

12 
The agent stowed the device, 
TURNING now to Langdon. 21-22

Kommissarien lade ifrån sig 
mikrofonen och VÄNDE SIG till 
Langdon. 

14 
The driver ignored the signs 
PROHIBITING auto traffic… 22-23

Han tog ingen notis of 
skyltarna som FÖRBJÖD 
biltrafik … 

16-17 
The Louvre’s  main entrance 
was visible now, RISING 
boldly in the distance,… 

26 

24-25
Framför dem HÖJDE SIG 
Louvrens huvudentré,… 

29-31 

…– a symbolic link between 
the old and the new – 
HELPING usher the Louvre 
into the next millenium. 

26-27 37-1 

…– en symbolisk länk mellan 
det gamla och det nya – som 
FÖRDE Louvren in i det nya 
årtusendet. 

19 

34-36 

ADMITTING you liked the 
pyramid made you a tasteless 
American, and EXPRESSING 
dislike was an insult to the 
French. 

4-7 

TILLSTOD man att man tyckte 
om pyramiden bevisade man 
att man var en amerikan som 
saknade smak, men ATT 
UTTRYCKA missaktning vore att 
förolämpa Frankrike. 

19-20 37-1 
”Mitterand was a bold man,” 
Langdon replied, SPLITTING 
the difference. 

8-9 
“Mitterand var en modig man”, 
svarade Langdon UTAN ATT TA 
STÄLLNING. 

3-5 

Singlehandedly responsible 
for FILLING Paris with 
Egyptian obelisks, art, and 
artifacts, François 
Mitterand… 

10-11

François Mitterand HADE FYLLT 
Paris med obelisker och 
konstverk från Egypten. 

8-9 …Langdon asked, CHANGING 
topics. 14 … frågade Langdon FÖR ATT 

BYTA ämne. 

10-11 
… the driver said, 
APPROACHING the pyramid’s 
main entrance. 

15-16
… svarade kommisarien 
MEDAN DE NÄRMADE SIG den 
pyramidformade entrén. 

12-13 

Langdon glanced over at him, 
WONDERING if every 
Frenchman had a mysterious 
animal epithet. 

17-18

Langdon sneglade på 
kommisarien och UNDRADE om 
alla fransmän hade mystiska 
djurepitet. 

23 ”You’re not COMING?” 27 “Ska ni inte FÖLJA MED?” 

20 

28-29 

As Langdon stood alone and 
watched the DEPARTING 
taillights, he realized… 

27 

32-33

Langdon stod ensam kvar och 
såg på bakljusen som 
FÖRSVANN bort, och han 
insåg… 
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32-34 

As he moved toward the mist 
of the fountains, Langdon had 
the uneasy sense he was 
CROSSING an imaginary 
threshold into another world. 

27-28 36-1 

När Langdon närmade sig 
fontänerna med det osynligt 
plaskande vattnet hade han en 
olustig känsla av ATT KLIVA 
ÖVER en osynlig tröskel in i en 
annan värld. 

34-35 
The dreamlike quality of the 
evening was SETTLING around 
him again. 

1 
En drömlik känsla KOM över 
honom. 

36-38 

Now he was STANDING in 
front of a transparent pyramid 
built by the Sphinx, WAITING 
for a policeman they called 
the Bull. 

2-3 

Nu STOD han framför en 
genomskinlig pyramid byggd 
av Sfinxen och VÄNTADE på en 
polis som kallades Tjuren. 

8-9 
… a figure appeared, 
STRIDING up the curving 
staircase. 

12 
… kom någon GÅENDE uppför 
spiraltrappan. 

12-13 He was SPEAKING on his cell 
phone… 15-16 Han TALADE i en 

mobiltelefon… 21 

17-18 
His tone was FITTING – a 
guttural rumble … like a 
GATHERING storm. 

28 

20-21
Tonen PASSADE honom – ett 
gutturalt dunder … som ett 
oväder I ANTÅGANDE. 

Total number of –ing forms in Chapter 3 47 
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